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Pupil Premium Spending Report 2014-15
Pupil Premium Grant Reporting
Pupil Premium Grant (PPG Allocation) for 2014/15 was £7920
Number of pupils and pupil premium grant (PPG) received
Total number of pupils on roll
108
Total number of pupils eligible for PPG
6
Amount of PPG received per pupil
£1320
Total amount of PPG received
£7920
Nature of support
The funding received from pupil premium in 2014-15 was allocated in the following ways:






To provide targeted support across the school for learning and behavioural needs.
Funding an additional TA leading intervention in focused on Y2 and KS2 aimed at improving outcomes for identified children, including those who are
FSM. It is also used to part fund the TA support in every class to facilitate the Trinity Learning Model ensuring all children have access to quality first
teaching throughout the morning focus on literacy and numeracy.
In addition to this we use the funding to pay for access to the cluster Parent Support Worker. This is an essential service which parents can access
either from our referral or through request from themselves.
Parents who eligible for FSM can also, if requested, access subsidised uniform costs where we will pay 50% of costs to ensure they can afford new
uniform.
To fund Cool Milk to provide free milk for all Reception children.
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Measuring the Impact of the Pupil Premium Spending
The Impact of the Pupil Premium for 2014-15 was:



All children who are eligible for Pupil Premium this year were in years 3 & 4 so no reported data to show. However, in school data shows a positive
impact:
Disadvantaged pupils (only in Y3 & Y4), 6 in total across the school, make consistently good progress in all subjects and in fact in some areas make
more progress than their peers:

Year 3 (4 pupils)
Disadvantaged Pupils
Reading
Writing
Maths

APS (exp 23)
21.75
21.5
21.75

Progress made
(exp +4)
+4.0
+4.25
+4.5

APS of peers

Progress of peers

22.2
21.1
21.5

3.3
3.1
3.0

Year 4 (2 pupils)
APS (exp 23)
Progress made
APS of peers
Progress of peers
Disadvantaged
(exp +4)
Pupils
Reading
22
5.0
27.5
5.7
Writing
19.5
3.0
25.6
4.1
Maths
25
4.0
26.8
5.2
This is based on the schools assessment system and does not relate to old National Curriculum levels.
Exp – Expected; APS – Average Point Score




Although children are slightly below the expected attainment for their age group, with the exception of Year 4 maths, the children made at least
expected progress and in some cases above expected progress with the exception of Year 4 writing.
Attendance of disadvantaged children has improved, almost reaching the national target at 94.6% as a group.
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Pupil Premium Allocation for 2015-16: £9240
Proposed use of the funding for 2015-16:
 Narrowing the gap in attainment that the pupil premium children achieve in relation to national average by:
o Sustaining the quality teachers and teaching assistants currently employed at the school
o Supporting disadvantaged pupils to access day visits, clubs and uniform
o Purchasing specific programmes to meet the needs of the disadvantaged children
o Utilising the parental support advisor to support disadvantaged children and families
 Increase the attendance of Pupil Premium children so that the gap is closed between them and their peers
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